MOHAMMED    AND    CHARLEMAGNE
the chancellery under Charlemagne, no more laymen were em-
ployed there for centuries.1 Bresslau is mistaken in his belief that
the invasion of the palace offices by the Church is explained by
the fact that the first Carolingians wished to replace *the Roman
personnel of the Merovingians by an Austrasian personnel, and
that they had to engage Austrasian clerics as being the only Aus-
trasians who could read and write. No: they wanted to make sure
of the collaboration of the Church.
However, it is true that they had to seek men of education
among the clerics. During the crisis the education of laymen was
discontinued. The mayors themselves were unable to write. The
platonic efforts of Charlemagne to spread education among the
people came to nothing, and the palace academy had only a few
pupils. A period was commencing in which "cleric" and "scholar"
were synonymous; hence the importance of the Church, which,
in a kingdom where hardly anyone had retained any knowledge
of Latin, was able for centuries to impose its language on
the administration. We have to make an effort to understand
the true significance of this fact: it was tremendous. Here
we perceive the appearance of a new medieval characteristic:
here was a religious caste which imposed its influence upon
the State.
And in addition to this religious caste, the king had to reckon
with the military class, which comprised the whole of the lay
aristocracy, and all such freemen as had remained independent.
Of course, we have glimpses of the rise of this military class under
the Merovingian kings. But the aristocracy of the Merovingian
epoch was strangely unlike that of the Carolingian era. The great
Roman landowners, the senator^ whether they resided in the
cities or in the country, do not give one the impression that they
were primarily soldiers. They were educated. Above all things,
they sought employment in the palace or the Church. It is probabk
that the king recruited his army leaders and the soldiers of his
bodyguard more particularly among his Germanic antrustions. It is
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